Fantasy of Flight is actually NOT about airplanes. But airplanes have everything to do with Fantasy of Flight! Flight is the most profound metaphor for pushing our boundaries, reaching beyond ourselves and freedom—not only in the outer world but also in our inner world, for we each, in our own way, can relate to reaching for the sky and reaching for the stars as well as soaring in our imagination and flying in our dreams!

“Since the dawn of time... man has been fascinated by flight. That fascination... is a physical reflection... of what we all long to return to. We all fly in our dreams... and when we awake... we long for that inner freedom. I hope... the Fantasy of Flight... will help light that Spark within... to continue you on your journey!”

Kermit Weeks
Creator and Founder
Fantasy of Flight

While you watch the planes take off, visit our Gift Shop for a special souvenir. It’s open to the public, with no admission fee required. Easy to get here—Take I-4 and Exit 44 and head to the checkerboard water tower! Only 20 minutes from Walt Disney World. Check website for seasonal operating hours.

The Gift Shop satisfies your shopping appetite—books, videos, apparel, toys, even aviation artifacts for the collector!

Learning can be “real” fun! Fun with Flight—a hands-on, interactive area engages kids of all ages in the fundamentals of flight.

“Fantasy of Flight’s delightfully nostalgic Art Deco-styled Compass Rose Diner offers just what you need to satisfy your hunger, from a light bite to a heaping helping of classic American diner fare.”

Fantasy of Flight Wing WalkAir is not an ordinary ropes course. Why? Because it is a Confidence Course—designed to push your boundaries and LIGHT THAT SPARK WITHIN!

Inspired by the daredevil Barnstormer pilots and Wing-Walker acrobats of yesterday, Wing WalkAir takes you beyond the limits of your body, mind and spirit—while providing miles of smiles and tons of fun!

Towering 40 feet in the air, 33 different challenges on three levels will set your spirit racing. Then you are off to the 600-foot thrill-a-second zip line, suspended over water along Fantasy of Flight’s legendary runway.

You just might discover your inner “Wing-Walker” and never be the same again!
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Fantasy of Flight's stunning Art Deco facility is home to more than 100 rare and vintage aircraft. Tours, exhibits, and interactive experiences will not only put you in the cockpit of history, but also leave you wanting to challenge yourself in brand new ways.

**TOUR THE HEART & SOUL OF AVIATION**

Fantasy of Flight doesn't collect anything that doesn't have the capability of flying again one day. So...what does it take to bring priceless vintage aircraft back to life?

Look "behind the curtain" and witness the rarely seen processes that breathe life into these legends. Plus, enjoy entertaining tales of adventure while you explore the nooks and crannies of Fantasy of Flight's one-of-a-kind facility on the Tour Train. For extra adventure, take the Orange Blossom Trolley to the Golden Hill Storage Facility, home to future projects and forever-treasures.

**GATHER YOUR SQUADRON**

Looking for an ideal landing spot for your next annual event, business meeting, inspirational seminar, team-building retreat, gala or even a high-flying wedding? Fantasy of Flight is your dream destination! It is also a perfect spot for your next group outing—offering special programs, tours, and activities ideal for all ages and objectives. Lively, educational, fun, and unforgettable, Fantasy of Flight will customize the program to meet your goals!

**THE FAMILY THAT FLIES TOGETHER...**

Experience the original thrill ride—FLIGHT! Don a flying helmet and goggles, climb aboard a real vintage open-cockpit biplane, and then climb into the sky. Feel the wind whistling through the wires as you reach out with your hand and touch it. Come and see your world from a brand new and higher perspective!

**"MOVING" STORIES GUARANTEED TO MOVE YOU**

Aviation icons from the past have traveled through time just to meet you. Their high-flying adventures bring glorious bygone days to life right before your eyes. But be sure to hold onto your hat...and your heart! These time travelers will ask you to take a thrilling leap with them. You'll see yourself and the world around you—past, present and future—in a brand new way!

**CELEBRATE HEROES**

History's high-achievers and barrier-breakers still inspire and inform! Check out Fantasy of Flight's exciting tributes to the WASP (Women Airforce Service Pilots) and the Tuskegee Airmen—including the airplanes they used to change the world. These heroes stepped forward during some of the most challenging times and made a difference!

**IMMERSE YOURSELF IN THE GLORY DAYS OF AVIATION**

Join the flight crew and climb aboard the legendary aircraft that changed the course of World War II—the B-17 Flying Fortress. And that's just the start. Experience all eras of inspiring aircraft in the world's largest private collection of vintage aircraft—from pioneer "flying machines" all the way through World War II, the Golden Age, the legends of World War II, and even flying movie stars!